
Information Literacy Blog 
APA Format Part 2: professional papers 
Due to the popularity and the abundance of questions related to the previous blog on the new APA 
Manual of Style, I thought I should cover formatting changes to professional papers. Graduate level 
students as well as faculty may find this information relevant to their needs. 
APA has made several changes that should make formatting much easier. The following are some of the 
most notable changes: 

• Title page changes 

• Running head no longer says, “Running head” 
• To doi or not to doi 

  
The title page should be centered horizontally, beginning with the title, then followed by two double 
spaces. 

 
  
The running head should be a shortened version of the title in all caps and should appear exactly the 
same on every page of the paper. There is no reason to put the words “RUNNING HEAD,” because it is 
obviously a running head, saying so is as redundant as this compound sentence. 
  
A tricky part of the new APA format is the doi and database information. Yes, even print books can have 
an associated doi or url. Do not put the words “accessed from” or “retrieved from” in the reference, 



simply put the doi as a hyperlink at the end of the reference. If there is no doi, things can get 
complicated. The name of the database is only included in certain circumstances. 
Here is a chart to help us understand the database requirement step. Some databases are proprietary, 
meaning the materials they own are only owned by them, these materials will not be found in other 
databases, these materials have limited circulation so the reader will need to know which database the 
material can be found in. If the material is in wide circulation and is in several databases, the database 
information does not need to be in the citation. 

 
  



 
  
  

  
  

All materials from ERIC are not limited circulation! 



 
  
For more information on APA format, the information in this blog is obtained through the official APA 
website at apastyle.org under “style and grammar guidelines,” the new APA Style Manual, and a 
webinar given by a team of the authors of the new manual recorded on Youtube at APA Team Webinar . 
The section of that video that discusses doi use starts around minute 43. 
  
 

https://youtu.be/gmZIfLX_qs8

